
We are surrounded by type in our daily lives, but how closely do we pay at-
tention? In Type 2 we will continue the study of typography,one of the major 
tools of design, by learning what it is, where it came from, how it is built, how to 
choose it, and how to use it. If you think of design as a really great dinner party, 
we will be learning the “table manners” and the art of cooking and serving a 
beautiful meal simultaneously, 

Type is a living, vibrant and exciting art. Technology has given us great power 
in dealing with type, but at the same time has dematerialized typography: it has 
gone from an art practiced by a select few to something that we watch passively 
on a screen. We will be actively engaging with letters, numbers, symbols and 
the space between. It is my hope that you will leave this class with a great deal 
of knowledge, but most of all a passion and curiosity about typography.

Our classes will consist of some lectures (though this sounds so forbidding and 
formal that I prefer to think about it as discussion), in-class exercises, work-
shops and class critiques. In-class critique is an important forum for learning 
from your classmates. In addition, it provides a working vocabulary for critical 
analysis. You are strongly urged to take an active role in these sessions. Please 
don’t be defensive! Critique is constructive. The point is to improve your work.

Because there is so much to cover in this class, and we only meet once a week, 
I require much work between classes. If you have questions at any time please 
contact me. I know how difficult first quarter can be. Do not let yourself fall be-
hind. I encourage you to email me. I will try to answer you promptly. If for any 
reason you cannot attend class, you must contact me ahead of time. Please do 
not send word by a classmate. If you need to reach me when I am at school or in 
transit, please use my cell number: 404 308 9510.

Class Rules: If you are not in class you will be marked absent. If you do not have 
your assignment ready to show in class, you will be marked absent. You will be 
expected to produce the assignment during that class period. Three unexcused 
absences over the course of the quarter are grounds for dismissal from this 
class. You will not be permitted back into the class without my permission. 

You must always bring completed assignments to class and individual meet-
ings. All must be presented in the manner in which I prefer. You would never 
attend a professional meeting without your presentation, so don’t try it here.

Be ready to push yourself and take chances.  Above all, have fun.

I look forward to working with each of you.

TYPography TWO

Melissa J. Kuperminc  404 308 9510 cell  email: itbdesign@gmail.com



Week 1:   Review
  Class Exercise: Drawing Letterforms/Anatomy of a letter
  Reading:”Letter,” from Thinking With Type /Lupton
  Section 1 and Section 2 from Lettering and Type.
  Projects: Research Assigned typographer. Each student will    
  receive a typographer or typeface to research. Each will create a   
  dynamic presentation for the class. 
Type in the city:
Get out there and and look at type around Atlanta. Look at signage, graffiti, etc.: the 
more unusual the better. Check out a new part of town.Please photograph all letters of 
the alphabet and numbers 0-9. Arrange images in a grid on 11x17 paper and print for 
next class

Week 2:   Posters
  Discussion: History of Type/Type Terms. Purpose of a poster
  Present: Typographer/Typeface research presentation. Typographic  
  Prototype initial presentation, Type in the City
  Reading Sections 1–4/Just My Type/Garfield and     
  Sec. 3 from Lettering and Type.  
New Project: Poster
Create a poster that can include typography, blocks of color, lines, cropped letter or nu-
meral forms and abstract shapes. You may not use images! Poster assignment sheet with 
complete project brief and specifications will be given in class. Preliminary sketches due 
for week 2 (start with thumbnails. Reproduce your best three at 8.5x11.)
Found Letterforms
Last week we photographed letterforms in signage around the city. This week we are 
going to look for letterforms that are naturally occuring, or not intended as letters. Please 
photograph as many found letter “E’s” as you can.
Typographic prototype:
Develop a concept for a new font whose form relates to a nine x nine square grid (use 
your grid paper) Each box in the grid must be either “on” or “off.” You will NOT have 
curves or true diagonals. Please represent the letters A,B,C,P,Q,R, in capital letters only. 
Consider proportion, weight, and structural features like the height of cross bars, how 
elements end, how to accommodate/compensate for curves and diagonals within the 
grid of squares. Please name your typeface and be prepared to present it during the 
next class.

 Week 3:  Grids and Structures
  Reading Chap 5–8/Just My Type/Garfield  
  Kimberly Elam: Typographic Systems
  Lupton: Thinking with Type section titled Text.
  In-process critique: Type Prototype, initial presentation: Poster
  New Project: Introduce type journal: For next week, start collecting 
samples of type in use for your journal. We will discuss sources in class. Please use only 
the assigned sources for this aspect of the journal. Bring copies of your five favorite 
“finds” to class next week. Please make enough copies for everyone in the class.
Word/Image Integration Compositions.Please choose two words from the list provided. 



Create a composition for each word that expresses the meaning of the word (strictly 
typographic). Second part: combine word with image to create new connotation (All 
details will be included on assignment sheet).

Week 4:  Grids and Structures (Continued)
  Discussion: The Space Between Words: Kerning/Grid Workshop
  In-process critique: Type Prototype, Poster, Word/Image integration.
  Reading: 
  Just My Type/Garfield. Chaps. 9–13.
  Thinking with Type section on Grid
  Continue type journal. Please bring five more examples for the class.  
  New Project: Designing Text on a Grid

Week 5:  Hierarchy/Flow
  Discussion: Hierarchy and flow. 
  Reading: Making and Breaking the Grid/Samara
  Just My Type/Garfield. Chaps. 14–18.
  Critique: Discuss and look over direction for Text on A Grid Project

Week 6:  Expressive Typography
  Discussion: Typographic hierarchy and Expressive Typography 
  Just My Type/Garfield. Chaps. 18–19.
  New Project: Expressive typography off the grid: Borges Short Story  
 
Week 7:  Expressive Typography  
  Discussion: Typographic Manners and Conventions. Review  
  Type Journal.
  Critique: review initial comps of the Expressive Type project.
  Reading: Just My Type/Garfield. Chaps. 20–22.
  
Week 8:  Review
  Review all work.
  

Week 9:  studio week
  Paired meetings to review all projects.

Critique 

Please note that schedule may change at instructor’s discretion. Please follow up-
dates in class.



Required and Recommended Materials for Type Two
Instructor: Melissa Kuperminc

Required Reading (purchase immediately):
Bruce Willen and Nolen Strals: Lettering & Type
Ellen Lupton: Thinking with Type (Princeton Architectural Press)
Simon Garfield: Just My Type
Kimberly Elam: Typographic Systems 

Recommended but not Required:
Timothy Samara: Making and Breaking the Grid: A Graphic Design 
Layout Workshop 
Erik Spiekermann: Stop Stealing Sheep & Find Out How 
      Type Works
Robert Bringhurst: The Elements of Typographic Style
Kimberly Elam: The Grid
Kimberly Elam: The Geometry of Design
Victoria Squire: Getting It Right With Type (great book but out of 
print and too pricey).


